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EDITED 

11 December 2013 

Distractions 

 

The sky was cloudy, 

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

MOMMMMM what’s for dinner? 

Pizza, on top of the stove 

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

Small flecks of grey inter mingled 

Splotches of grey rain clouds  

Painted by a mischievous Mother Nature 

Honey, where is my wallet and keys? 

On the bedroom dresser where you left them 

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

Splotches of grey rain clouds  

Painted by a mischievous Mother Nature 

Rain is trying its best to  
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Ugggggg 

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

Splotches of grey rain clouds  

Painted by a mischievous Mother Nature 

Rain is trying its best to  

Thunder in the distance threatens the happy animal shapes smiling down on me.  

RING—RING—RING  

Hello? No, I am sorry you have the wrong number. 

Sure, no problem.  

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

Splotches of grey rain clouds  

Painted by a mischievous Mother Nature 

Thunder in the distance threatens the happy animal shapes smiling down on me.  

Such a beautiful day 

Sunshine and warmth is now threatened  

By a summer  

By an afternoon summer storm 
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BOOM-DA-BOOM-DA-DA-BOOM 

Son!!! Can you turn that music down? 

The sky was a deep shade of blue 

Fluffy white clouds formed shaped of animals in the foreground 

Splotches of grey rain clouds  

Painted by a mischievous Mother Nature 

Thunder in the distance threatens the happy animal shapes smiling down on me.  

Such a beautiful day 

Sunshine and warmth is now threatened  

By an afternoon summer storm 

Heavy sigh 

Where was I? 

Screw it 

It was a beautiful day; the sun was shining; now it’s raining  

 

*Author’s notes: I purposely added only images to this poem. I really want to drive home that writing is a 

process and distractions can be poetic.  
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EDITED 

11 December 2013 

From Contemporary Editing by Cecilia Friend, Don Challenger, and Katherine McAdams—Chapter 5: 

Focus on Good Writing: Strong and Graceful Prose. 

 

The Best of Writing in the Worst of Times 

William Wordsworth remarked 

‘emotion recollected in tranquility’ 

 

For the Poets of Sept. 11, 2001;  
the reporters and photographers and editors 
polished their words to a flame-NO tranquil moments for recollection. 
 

Disbelief as planes knifed landmarks. 
Shock as realization dawned.  
Strikes by a faceless foe, 
chaos of broken bodies and hopeless rescues. 
 

Journalist reacted, 
as did everyone else. 
They shared wrenching emotions,  
 angry recoil, 
  the dread of next.  
 
Journalist working around the clock,  
they could not stand paralyzed.  
They were  
 television,  
  radio,  
   and newspapers.  
 
Their jobs, so important 
 to show,  
  to explain, 
   to clarify,  
    to comfort,  
     to witness, 
To tell the story.  
Everybody needed to know more than they saw. 
 
Journalist produced,  
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in the days and weeks 
that followed; 
was poetry,  
 in prose,  
  in pictures,  
   in words,  
    and images.  
A nation’s  
 loss,  
  fury,  
   and resolve.  
 
In rural small-town, 
Pennsylvania 
reporters and editors 
told of the battle; 
a smoking gash in the earth 
 United Flight 93 
  went down 
   passengers fought hijackers.  
 
Elsewhere,  
Journalist found echos 
Stories in their communities: 
Relatives of victims,  
 vigils 
  prayers,  
   flags on porches,  

   candles in hands of children.   
 
Courage of reporters,  
 photographers,  
  editors,  
pushed to the limit.   
Editors forced to evacuate 
offices adjacent to the World Trade Center. 
Worked in make shift quarters,  
 phone service sporadic,  
  Manhattan paralyzed 
   fastest travel by foot.   
Editors meet demands  
of a story that seems to grow,  
by the minute.  
 
Poynter Institute called this “the best writing at the worst of times.” 
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TYPED 
 
The Farmer 
 
His face was scrunchy 
like he smelled something vile 
But he had not 
His face was like that always. 
 
His clothes were dirty  
brown form the earth 
stained in earthly pigments 
No one knew how ling had worn them.  
 
His hands were calloused 
blackness under his nails and creases.  
He has washed them 
but years leave scars form hard work. 
 
His hat is old and worn 
he uses it merely for its function 
keeping he sun from his eyes 
his wife bought him a new one but this was his  
favorite.  
 
He walked slow with fatigue 
his occupation was the mean to nature people he commits long days  
to grow, cultivate, and feed those in need.  
 
EDITED 
 
The Farmer 
 
His facial features was withered and leathery,  
elements from outside had taken its toll on his appearance.  
It did not matter to his steadfast wife, 
she loved him anyway as he had looked that way always. 
 
His ancient clothes were tattered and dirty,  
stained with earthly pigments, torn from his life of servitude. 
It did not matter to his steadfast wife,  
he worked in the fields all day and did not complain.  
 
His colossal hands were tough and calloused,  
ever still capable of gripping a hoe, slinging a blade. 
It did not matter to his steadfast wife,  
come Sundays in church he could still hold her hand.  
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His wide brimmed hat all ancient and tattered,  
still functional keeps the noon-day sun from his eyes.  
It did not matter to his steadfast wife,  
in-vain she bought him a new one and he would never wear it.  
 
He walks slowly and steady under great fatigue,  
fields and crops require him to move on, press on, farm on; 
many people he needs to feed.  
 
It did not matter to his steadfast wife,  
at the end of every day, she is there on the porch waiting for him.  
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EDITED 
 
Denny Chimes 
 
Imposing 115 feet into the sky. 
Dominating the Tuscaloosa skyline. 
An icon prominently displayed, 
parallel to Bryant-Denny Stadium.   
A symbol of progress, prominence, and prestige,  
it celebrates achievements with its unique and distinct song.   
 
Surrounded by lush green trees, 
accentuated by meticulously manicured hedges.  
Tall and strong it stands against a bright blue sky,  
A historic monument made from Virginia bricks,  
that honors a past university president.  
Once upon a time 27 two-octave bells played in its tower, 
Now modernism  
 
 
 


